1 Corinthians 16 v13-14

We are a loving community of courageous learners, building resilience and hope for
the future based on our caring Christian foundation.
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GRAZELEY PAROCHIAL PRIMARY SCHOOL
VISION and CURRICULUM INTENT
OUR SCHOOL VISION
'Be courageous; Be strong; Do everything in love’
1 Corinthians 16 v13-14
We are a loving community of courageous learners, building resilience and hope for the future based on a caring
Christian foundation.

OUR CURRICULUM INTENT
We meet the needs of the individual learners at Grazeley by providing opportunities to be independent, be responsible
and to build resilience. They develop and build a growth mindset by learning from their mistakes, embracing challenges
and persevering when it is difficult.
Children are taught how to build relationships amongst their peers, across the school and within the wider community,
through our Christian values. They will understand how to be kind and recognise and acknowledge kindness in others.
We value and embrace difference and use our experiences to deepen our understanding about diversity, taking every
opportunity to support children to build a global view and respect others’ faiths and ideas.
Children apply skills and knowledge they have learned across our curriculum and are encouraged to make connections
between their learning. Children benefit from broadening and enriching experiences which are designed to anchor their
curriculum knowledge memorably and meaningfully. Consequently, children build cultural capital preparing them for the
next stage of their education journey and to be successful adults in the wider world.
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GRAZELEY PAROCHIAL PRIMARY SCHOOL
REVIEW and TARGETS

School review
of 2020 - 2021

RECOVERY PLAN review:

All staff and Governors are fully up to date with safeguarding training.

Risk assessment was regularly reviewed and shared with staff. They had opportunities to add to or comment on procedures. Additions
were made as guidance is reviewed or new events are considered.

Headteacher and FSW met fortnightly to review impact of the emotional support provision. Children in need of emotional support have
continued to receive it and records are kept up to date. Further review of emotional needs was conducted through parents evenings,
anxiety training for teachers and the continued work of the FSW.

Teachers prioritised English and Maths teaching and additional sessions were allocated to these subjects. Tutoring started quickly
and prioritised disadvantaged children as well as those who’s attainment had dipped from the most recent previous test. Tutoring was
planned and managed following research - e.g. 3 times a week and in optimum groups of 3 children where possible.

The SLT have monitored and tracked progress. 1:1 data meetings took place termly and teachers were challenged regarding the data
where children have not made enough progress. Both autumn term (in school) and summer term (through NTP programme) tutoring was
monitored carefully and tutees in the majority of cases made more progress than that of their peers.

data reporting was improved for the summer term. (Y4 writing tutoring to be explored further)

Data demonstrates recovery from the previous year at an average of at least 8 steps in all subjects and year groups (except Year 3 writing
which is 7.2). (Targeted catch up to continue to accelerate learning will continue next year with specific areas under higher scrutiny,
e.g.Year 3 moving in to Year 4.)

All new teachers have been targeted for September with up to 6 children per subject to target and move learning forward more quickly in
the Autumn term – 3 steps expected. Previous teachers have given new teacher strategies to support this.

Following lockdown 1, remote provision was reviewed and improved, policy in place and staff trained to use Google Classroom effectively.

In Spring, Parent Forum were invited to feedback on remote provision and were extremely positive about the offer. School also used the
Ofsted questionnaire to survey parents in the summer term. (Highlighted that communication and parents understanding of the school’s
expectations needed to improve)

As a result of consistent and rigorous tracking and monitoring of attendance data, this year’s whole school attendance was 97.7%

The well being group continue to be active and have explored the workload reduction toolkit at the last meeting. Action plan to be
produced.
To ensure the teaching of reading closely matches children’s needs

New starters were fully prepared for the phonics programme via resources on the school
website http://www.grazeley.wokingham.sch.uk/website/parents/186943 and being sent a pack of Read Write Inc cards home.

Parents workshop was delivered – 33% attendance.

Appointed a phonics Leader who continually tracked and monitored phonics throughout the year. 90% of Y2 pupils passed the screen in
Dec 2020, 83% of Year 1 passed a practice screen in June 2021 (formal reported screen in Dec 2021)

FS GLD 73% (77% Reading and Writing) (It will be important to track this year group closely and ensure emotional needs are met)

Phonics training booked for teachers and TAs new to FS and Y1 for the first week in September 21.

New resources have been purchased for next year.

Phonics has been monitored throughout the year and staff have improved practice as a result of feedback.

76% children in the school are working at the expected standard for their year group or above (compared to 80% target) 37% greater
depth (compared to 37% target). There are dips in reading attainment at expected and above in Y1 and 4 and significantly in
Y3. Progress in these year groups will be monitored closely and targeted for improvement next year.

Monitoring has not been as rigorous as originally planned, particularly in KS2. Increased monitoring to be planned for next academic year
to ensure consistency of approach and increased attainment.

Reading spine has made progress this year and all texts are planned. English Leader to now reflect on broad overview across the school
and review as appropriate.
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Oracy lead has led training for staff on strategies to embed oracy more fully into curriculum. Oracy lead to monitor Year A discover term
to ensure teachers have planned a specific series of lessons.

Library has been catalogued but children still yet to be trained.

PTA have agreed to fund award winning books again for this year. We are yet to review the impact of doing this on children’s breadth of
reading – Autumn 2021
To further develop and embed the new Grazeley curriculum

Subject leaders are able to articulate the vision and intent for their subject.

Subject deep dives have taken place throughout the year and new (improved) action plans written.

All long term planning documents are complete. Medium term planning has been completed each term prior to the next term and each
term has been reviewed carefully tweaked ready for the next time it is delivered. Subject leaders now need to review coverage and
progression again following delivery.

The HT and DHT have researched into SOLO taxonomy and used this theory to develop assessment documents for Grazeley in
foundation subjects. Staff were trained in this and all subjects which have assessment documents written have been assessed and subject
leaders have analysed the data from this. Foundation subject assessment documents still to write: Computing, Music, PE

The work of Rosenshine has been shared with staff and staff were encouraged to experiment with own practice and the principles. Little
impact seen therefore next year research based practice will be built into staff performance management and linked to work with SLA.

All subject leaders are currently gathering information/photographs to update and improve website pages for each subject.

Maths Leader took part in the TRG programme this year

Maths outcomes 70% EXP (80% target) and 22% GDS (30% target) across the school. There are dips in maths attainment at expected
and above in Y1 and 5 and significantly in Y3. Progress in these year groups will be monitored closely and targeted for improvement next
year. Maths Leader met with every teacher to support and challenge maths achievement and progress

STEM week planned for Autumn term

New Science Leader has reviewed current and new assessment and this will continue to be improved next year.

Plan to explore the impact of the vision through the lens of each subject in 21-22
To build confidence and further accountability in subject leaders
 Performance Management clearly set out requirements from all staff at all levels, including subject leadership expectations.
 Training for subject leaders was delivered by SIO Anne Stopforth in January, reinforcing expectations for Ofsted.
 Most subject leaders have presented at a Teaching and Learning Committee meeting throughout the year, sharing deep dive information
and the new curriculum. Governors have found presentations useful and informative and have had the opportunity to ask further
questions. Computing, PSHE and RE have not yet presented.
 Subject leaders have not written reports this year as it was agreed that presentations should replace these this year – New deep dive
proforma will replace this and be shared with Governors in addition to continuing presentations.
 Staff have been given a new format for action plans in line with format of SDP in order to support regular review and more impact driven
objectives. Action plans in place for September 2021
 Headteacher held mid year PM review meetings and reviewed action plans as a part of this process.
To build a shared understanding and engagement in the school’s new vision within all aspects of school life

All stakeholders have become increasingly familiar with the vision statement, particularly the bible verse. Staff and children reflect on the
vision being lived out in their work and Collective Worship has supported the understanding of the vision and why it is important to us.

A logo competition was set following the development of the new vision but staff and some pupils were very reluctant for the oak tree logo
to be changed. This has meant progress has been paused.

Courage has been introduced as the fourth value to staff and children. The vision is on display in all classrooms but the front entrance has
not yet been completed.

Children are able to talk about the vision and can talk about the four values associated with the vision: love, hope, peace and courage.

Impact of vision to be reviewed by Parent Forum and School Council in September.

Each class have a banner with appropriate art work displayed in classrooms as a result of a sequence of assemblies on vision.

Plans to make school mosaic reflecting the school vision have been developed and prices – approach PTA September 2021.

An online prayer book has been made from Collective Worship and RE Leader including prayers from many children.
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Ofsted report
September 2019:

SIAMS report
July 2016:

What does the school need to do to improve?
 The curriculum is not yet fully formed. Leaders need to ensure that careful planning across all subjects enables pupils to build on
their prior learning, within lessons and over time.
 Subject leaders do not monitor closely the provision in their subjects, or use this information to inform plans for development.
Leaders need to ensure that subject leaders further develop their skills in supporting and challenging teachers so that agreed
approaches to learning are delivered consistently well.
 The teaching of reading should be prioritised by the school. Leaders need to ensure that the planning and teaching of reading
closely matches pupils’ needs. Children do not get off to a prompt start in learning their phonics. Leaders need to monitor the
teaching of phonics to ensure that teachers are skilled and confident and that pupils acquire these early reading skills rapidly. In
the early years, children should experience success in early reading by having books that are matched to their phonetic ability.
Those pupils who struggle to keep up or fall behind should have teaching that tackles their misconceptions and helps them to
catch up swiftly.
Areas to improve
 Embed the progression of skills document for Religious Education (RE) into an assessment framework that clearly informs
planning, assessment and tracking procedures.
 Develop and articulate a clear Christian pedagogy based upon love, peace and hope that informs and shapes the workings and
outcomes of the school at every level, including governance.
 Develop a diverse range of creative and meaningful opportunities for adults and children to encounter prayer so that prayer has
a central importance to the life of the school.
 Utilise the arts to develop the external environment in order to deepen and make visible pupils’ understanding of The Trinity and
prayer.
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Long Term Strategy 2021-2024
GRAZELEY PAROCHIAL PRIMARY SCHOOL
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 2021-24
To become a Centre of Excellence by raising standards and the profile of the school through the delivery of consistently high
quality teaching and learning and working effectively with the local community.
1) To provide excellence in
education through:












Implementing a high quality
curriculum which engages
learners and develops the
whole child.
Providing rich research, training
and development opportunities
for staff which motivate and
inspire them to continually
improve teaching and learning.
Working with partner schools to
share and recognise good
practice and innovation.
Learning from our successes
and mistakes and using these
to improve our teaching and
learning in other areas of the
curriculum.
Through existing and new
partnerships develop and
implement initiatives that
improve our standards.
Improving the attainment of
pupils so that it is consistently
above national and local
averages and ultimately
positions us as one of the
leading schools in Wokingham.

2) To build and develop the Grazeley
community through:










3) To improve the effective use of
resources through:


Developing and maintaining
relationships with the
community to provide enriching
activities and opportunities to
develop and progress the
curriculum.
Opening of an on-site nursery
to provide a full Grazeley
experience of learning from
EYFS to KS2.
Developing a learning alliance
in order to share good practice,
learn from others and conduct
research projects.
Partnering with teacher training
providers to regularly support
and develop new and
developing teachers
Facilitating/providing extracurricular opportunities that
enhance the educational
experience, create a sense of
pride/belonging in the school
and raise the profile of the
school











Sharing resources and training
opportunities within an alliance.
Achieving a carbon neutral
school through considerate and
careful ecological planning.
Managing our facilities in the
most effective and efficient
way, and developing
relationships with the
community to support this.
Managing the budget to make
the most effective use of limited
resources.
Creating and securing
opportunities to secure
additional funding, including
fundraising and links with local
businesses.
Exploring the opportunities to
enhance wrap around care (in
house or external provider) to
support pupils and parents

4) To provide and develop effective
and committed leadership:
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Being proactive, and reactive to
government policy and funding
recognising the uncertainties
and challenges, particularly
related to a small school and
making the best decisions for
the school.
Retaining high standards of
strong and effective leadership,
governance and financial
control (including respecting
and attracting highly skilled and
motivated governors)
Seeking and securing
leadership development for
current leaders and providing
the opportunity to develop and
share practices, ideas and
initiatives.
Identifying potential senior
future leaders and mentoring
their development.
Making sure the strategy is
enacted by developing an
aspirational culture that strives
to achieve excellence in all
areas.

Year 1






















Complete the development and implementation of the new
Grazeley curriculum
Assess feasibility of on-site nursery and explore initial plans
towards the concept.
Explore the benefits of a Schools Learning Alliance and
decide as to whether the school joins an already established
alliance or forms own Grazeley-led alliance.
Form alliance and develop reciprocal relationships with two
or three partner schools.
Establish a framework for teachers to take a proactive and
research-led approach to own CPD
Establish relationships with Schools Direct programme and
other schools who are facilitating this programme.
Appoint two Schools Direct candidates for Year 2.
Grow and build relationship with Reading University,
furthering opportunities for student teachers to train at
Grazeley.
Engage children in Eco-School programme – work towards
Bronze award
Assess the carbon footprint for Grazeley and explore ways to
reduce the same and/or offset our carbon impact.
Explore possibility of a grant from Diocese to change fuel
from oil to electricity.
Develop succession planning for leadership team, staff and
governors.
Decide on key financial priorities for enhancing the school
and its environment and establish fund raising team to work
towards these.
Review our successes – eg Phonics, Reading, Curriculum.
Assess how these could be utilised in other areas.
Restart and develop the letting of school premises. Explore
other potential sources of revenue.
Assess existing wrap around care provision and income.
Review how this can be improved, developed and kept at a
cost that supports our community.
Identify potential for extra curricular activities (such as
competitions) and develop a proposal with a view to
implanting these in term 2.

Year 2
















Instigate a culture of continuously reviewing
and improving the content and efficacy of our
curriculum.
Subject to feasibility assessment, take
forward Nursery plans
Review the efficacy, commitments and
benefits of the alliance/partnerships informed
in Year 1. Seek to further embed within the
same and/or to develop and improve it.
Consider the benefits of shared purchasing
through the alliance.
Assess and review the impact of Year 1
initiatives such as CPD and Schools Direct.
Achieve Eco-School bronze award
Develop a plan to implement strategies for
reducing carbon footprint.
Begin to implement programme of succession
planning.
Continue fundraising initiatives
Implement initiatives derived from our selfassessment and learning alliances.
Continue the development of extra-curricular
activities. Assess methods of enhancing this
provision.
Develop a scheme to develop future leaders
within the school.
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Year 3
















Continue to instigate a culture of continuously
reviewing and improving the content and
efficacy of our curriculum.
Complete Nursery, ensure staffed and ready
for September 2024
Review the efficacy, commitments and
benefits of the alliance/partnerships informed
in Year 2. Seek to further embed within the
same and/or to develop and improve it.
Review the cost saving achieved from any
shared purchasing through the alliance.
Assess and review the impact of Year 2
initiatives.
Achieve Eco-School silver award
Review carbon footprint and impact of Year 1
and 2, ensure carbon footprint is reducing.
Continue and review programme of
succession planning.
Continue fundraising initiatives
Implement initiatives derived from our selfassessment and learning alliances.
Continue the development of extra-curricular
activities. Assess methods of enhancing this
provision.
Continue scheme to develop future leaders
within the school.

GRAZELEY PAROCHIAL PRIMARY SCHOOL
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 2021-2022
1) To review and
improve the impact of
leadership at all levels
through:












Further developing
relationships
between subject
leaders and link
governors
Improved
monitoring of
teaching and
learning
Engagement with
the SLA
Continuing data
recovery by
targeting 7 steps,
children at risk and
bottom 20%
SEND
improvement
Further developing
leadership in
children
Developing
succession
planning for
leadership team,
staff and
governors.

2) To accelerate progress
in writing to ensure 80% of
pupils achieve age related
expectations by the end of
the year through:


Reviewing past
successes at Grazeley
and in other schools to
improve writing
 Utilising the SLA to join a
working party/action
research group to
improve writing
 Increasing English
Leader subject
knowledge
 Providing relevant
training to support
development of writing
for staff
 Ensuring consistency of
practice across the
school
 Ensuring teacher
feedback is effective in
promoting good progress
in writing at ARE and
GD
 Providing regular
moderation and support
for assessment
 Increase children’s
stamina for longer writing
tasks

3) To further develop
and embed the new
Grazeley curriculum
through:















4) To empower pupils
to take responsibility
for their behaviour,
learning and thinking
through:

Ensuring “real life”
meaningful outcomes
for each term’s work
Reviewing and
revising curriculum to
ensure it is realistic
Reviewing subject
intents and ensuring
vision and Christian
distinctiveness is
clear
Developing
progression
documents to
including tier 3
vocabulary
Establishment of
reading spine and
oracy
Tilting the curriculum
for boys
Continued
development of
assessment
Using research/
action research to
improve teaching and
learning in
classrooms
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5) To improve the
school community’s
responsibility towards
creation through:


A whole school
approach
“Therapeutic
Thinking” model
Reviewing and
raising the profile of
school rules
Training staff to
help children use
meta cognition and
self-regulation
effectively to
support learning
Supporting children
with attention and
concentration
difficulties through
additional EP time
and training for
staff
Using the
“Contemplative
Toolkit” to offer
reflection time to
children
Introduction of
thinking tables and
prayer spaces for
reflection









The reestablishment of the
Eco Warriors
Developing further
opportunities to
reduce plastic
waste and to
recycle
Working towards
Bronze Eco School
Award
Exploring
opportunities for
Grazeley to reduce
carbon footprint e.g.
increase solar
panels, change fuel
from oil to electric
Work with partner
school in India to
gain support and
ideas to improve
sustainability

6) To explore
opportunities to
improve engagement
with the community
through:










A feasibility study for
a potential on site
nursery
Exploring further
opportunities to
increase revenue
through lettings
Assessing and
reviewing current
breakfast and after
school provision
Engaging with
parents to increase
and improve
communication
Ensuring parents
recognise and
understand the high
expectations
Grazeley has for the
children and the
ambition for the
school

Priority 1:

To review and improve the impact of leadership at all levels

Objective

Success criteria

Key People

What do we want to
achieve?

How will we know that it’s
working?

Who will lead?
Who will help?

Actions (and intended impact)

Resources/
Training

What are we going to do and what difference will it make?

People, money,
material, time




Improve monitoring of
teaching and learning
to ensure continued
improvement in
teaching and learning




Monitoring effectively
evidences and supports the
continued improvement of
teaching and learning
across the school
Subject leaders are able to
articulate clearly the
strengths and weaknesses
in their subject and the
impact of their work
throughout the year

Headteacher
Subject leaders

Subject leaders
and HT to
identify time for
monitoring/deep
dives throughout
year
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Milestone 1

Milestone 2

November 2021

March 2022

HT and DHT to
develop a deep dive
proforma to ensure
consistency of
practice across
subject leadership
(Staff are clear of
the expectations of
subject leadership
and the impact
needed)
HT to review action
plans and support
staff to ensure
action plans include
intended impact and
demonstrate
progress from the
previous year. (Staff
become more
skilled in action
planning and are
impact driven)
Subject leaders to
ensure enough time
is booked in the
calendar to address
actions in their
action plan including
deep dives (Staff
are committed to
specific actions and
time out of class is
provided, actions
take place)







HT to continue to
monitor at least
fortnightly and
feedback in timely
manner (Staff
receive regular
feedback on their
practice and
continually improve)
Mid year PM review
to include a review
of action plan and
subject leaders held
to account for
progress made
against objectives
(Action plans have
clear impact and
subject leaders can
articulate this)
Subject leaders
have all started
deep dive work,
reflecting on
questions within
proforma. (Deep
dives are
consistently
approached and
subject leaders
know their subject
well and are able to
articulate strengths
and weaknesses
within provision)

Milestone 3
June 2022







HT to continue to
monitor at least
fortnightly and
feedback in timely
manner (Staff
receive regular
feedback on their
practice and
continually improve)
End of year PM
review to include a
review of action plan
and subject leaders
held to account for
progress made
against objectives
(Action plans have
clear impact and
subject leaders can
articulate this)
All subject leaders
complete deep dive
write ups and write
new action plans for
following year.
(Deep dives are
consistently
approached and
subject leaders
know their subject
well and are able to
articulate strengths
and weaknesses
within provision,
leading to









Ensure at least 7 steps
progress in Reading
and Maths in all year
groups as well as the
effective targeting and
recovery of children
who have fallen behind





All year groups will have
made a least 7 steps
progress in Reading and
Maths (see Priority 2 for
writing)
Year 4 will have made at
least 8 steps progress in
Reading and Maths (see
Priority 2 for Writing)
Children who made less
than 8 steps in 20-21 will
have been supported to
make appropriate progress
to demonstrate recovery (an
expected total of 18 steps
from Sept 19- July 22)

INSET day
Thursday 2nd
September
Headteacher,
School
Leadership team



1 day for
Headteacher to
analyse data
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HT to book in the
calendar regular
monitoring
opportunities at
least fortnightly
(Staff receive
regular feedback on
their practice and
continually improve)
Headteacher to
develop effective
strategies to
feedback to staff
following monitoring
in a timely manner
(Feedback from
monitoring has
impact on teaching
and learning)
During INSET day in
September identify
children who have
made less than 8
steps progress in
20-21 in order for
staff to plan
provision for
recovery. (Staff are
clear about the
expectations for
each child in order
to be “back on
track”)
Explore and discuss
successful
strategies for
recovery in 20-21
and use lessons
from less successful
practice to plan
recovery
programme for each
year group. (Staff
plan effective
provision to ensure
continued catch up
and recovery.)
All teachers with
children who need
access
arrangements for

meaningful future
action planning)









In Dec 21, children
in Y2-5 take
NfER/PUMA tests,
Y6 take practice
SATS paper. Staff
use test data and
teacher knowledge
to assess children
using school
assessment
guidance (All staff
assess consistently)
In Dec 21/Jan22 HT
to analyse data to
identify progress, in
particular for those
being tracked. (HT,
SLT and Govs are
clear where
provision is effective
or where support is
needed)
In Feb 22 Y2/6 take
practice SATS
paper and repeat
above process.
In Feb 22 HT to
analyse data to
identify progress, in
particular for those
being tracked in
Y2/6. (HT, SLT and







In late Mar 22,
children in Y3-5 take
NfER/PUMA tests,
Staff use test data
and teacher
knowledge to
assess children
using school
assessment
guidance (All staff
assess consistently)
In Apr 22 HT to
analyse data to
identify progress, in
particular for those
being tracked. (HT,
SLT and Govs are
clear where
provision is effective
or where support is
needed)
Staff are held to
account through
pupil progress
meeting for those
pupils who have not
made the progress
targeted and given
support where
necessary (Children
make the progress
needed and where

tests in December
apply to SENCO for
modified materials,
TA support, readers
for each child and
SENCO approves
support
(SENCO builds up
evidence of children
who need test
support, Test
support is
administered fairly
across all year
groups)




To ensure those who
have not yet passed
phonics screening are
given high quality
intervention to pass
quickly
(Also see Phonics
Action Plan)





All children in Year 3 who
have not yet passed phonic
screening pass by Dec 22
87% of pupils in Year 2 will
pass phonics screening by
December 21
Remaining 4 Y2 pupils will
pass phonics screening by
end of Year 2.
83% of pupils in Year 1 will
pass phonics screening by
June 22

Phonics Leader

Training for staff
new to FS, Y1
and Y2



Time for
monitoring and
support
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Phonics leader to
provide appropriate
training and support
and monitoring for
all staff teaching
phonics (High
quality, consistent
teaching across FS,
Y1 and Y2 regularly
monitored and
supported to
improve)
Phonics
leader/teaching staff
to analyse gaps in
learning for those
who have not yet
passed and ensure
all sounds are
taught and revised.
(Teaching is
targeted and
specific so children
make faster
progress)
Children at risk of
not passing (Y1/2)
or who have not yet
passed (Y3) to
receive additional









Govs are clear
where provision is
effective or where
support is needed)
Staff are held to
account through
pupil progress
meetings (all staff
Jan 22, Y2/6 also
Feb 22) for those
pupils who have not
made the progress
targeted and given
support where
necessary (Children
make the progress
needed and where
they have not
support is put in
place for the
teacher)
Phonics leader to
provide appropriate
training and support
and monitoring for
all staff teaching
phonics (High
quality, consistent
teaching across FS,
Y1 and Y2 and Y3
and 4 regularly
monitored and
supported to
improve)
Phonics
leader/teaching staff
to analyse gaps in
learning for those
who have not yet
passed and ensure
all sounds are
taught and revised.
(Teaching is
targeted and
specific so children
make faster
progress)
Children at risk of
not passing (Y1) or
who have not yet
passed (Y2/3) to

they have not
support is put in
place for the
teacher)







Phonics leader to
provide appropriate
training and support
and monitoring for
all staff teaching
phonics (High
quality, consistent
teaching across FS,
Y1 and Y2 regularly
monitored and
supported to
improve)
Phonics
leader/teaching staff
to analyse gaps in
learning for those
who have not yet
passed and ensure
all sounds are
taught and revised.
(Teaching is
targeted and
specific so children
make faster
progress)
Children at risk of
not passing (Y1) or
who have not yet
passed (Y2/3) to
receive additional

intervention.
(Children at risk
make accelerated
progress and pass
screening)



Engage with the
Schools Learning
Alliance to challenge
and support school
improvement



Grazeley has been able to
collaborate, draw upon
expertise in order to provide
an outstanding education
for all children
Grazeley has developed
strong links with local
schools, particularly within
hub and utilised links to
demonstrate school
improvement

Time for staff to
attend action
research
Headteacher

HT time to
contribute and
take part in
meetings






To improve outcomes
for SEND and bottom
20% pupils



Parents of SEND children
are confident in provision
and support from the school
SEND pupils receive
targeted and specific
intervention and support
which increases the number
of steps progress for each
pupil from previously
achieved.
Bottom 20% of pupils make
8 steps progress

English and
Maths Leaders
SENCO
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Headteacher to
assess 2021-22
offer from SLA and
identify appropriate
action research,
networks and/or
school to school
support that would
align with SDP and
support school
improvement.
(Engagement with
SLA enhances
school improvement
journey for 21-22)
SLT and staff to
actively engage in
chosen projects and
time allocated for
this. (Engagement
in SLA is prioritised
by the school and
valued as an
intrinsic part of
school
improvement)
English and Maths
subject leaders to
identify bottom 20%
of pupils in Reading,
Writing and Maths
and set up tracking
system to monitor
progress throughout
the year. (Bottom
20% of pupils
become a focus of
the school)
SEND Register to
be reviewed at the
start of the
academic year. (All
Grazeley staff
aware of children

receive additional
intervention.
(Children at risk
make accelerated
progress and pass
screening)









SLT and staff report
to HT/Governors
regarding
effectiveness and
impact in first term.
(Impact is reviewed
quickly and time is
not wasted on
projects that do not
have impact)
Headteacher and
Chair of Govs to
review impact of
chosen projects (HT
and Cof G are
confident in the SLA
value for money)

Focus pupils are
identified as a group
on Target Tracker
and discussed
during PPMs.
(Children will be
tracked to ensure
progress at regular
intervals)
SENCO to track
progress of SEND
pupils at each
assessment point
and review impact
of provision, holding
teachers to account.
(Teachers are
accountable for

intervention.
(Children at risk
make accelerated
progress and pass
screening)







Headteacher and
Chair of Govs to
review impact of
chosen projects (HT
and Cof G are
confident in the SLA
value for money)

Provision maps are
reviewed and
completed by every
teacher by the
deadline and are
shared with parents
in a timely manner.
(Parents understand
the support in place
for their child for the
term)
SEND register to be
reviewed at the end
of the academic
year. (All Grazeley
staff, including new
teachers for the next
academic year, are
aware of children

with additional
needs)







Meetings to be held
with each teacher to
discuss SEND
needs. (Teachers
are aware of history
to date and are
clear of next steps
for pupils)
SENCO to analyse
and explore the
journey of every
SEND pupil at
Grazeley and target
progress for 21-22.
(Teachers are clear
about expected
outcomes for SEND
pupils)
Provision maps are
completed by every
teacher by the
deadline, added to
CPOMS and are
shared with parents
in a timely manner.
(Parents understand
the support in place
for their child for the
term and a journey
of support is tracked
electronically)










Develop children’s
leadership roles within
the school



Children are contributing to
school life in a leadership
role effectively.

Year 6 teacher
Head Teacher
CW Leader
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Introduce
opportunities for
children to lead
Class Collective
Worship. Put in
place training and
support for them
(children’s
leadership skills
developed)



SEND progress and
provision in place)
Provision maps are
reviewed and
completed by every
teacher by the
deadline and are
shared with parents
in a timely manner.
(Parents understand
the support in place
for their child for the
term
Offer training
opportunities for
staff as needed, so
they can continue to
support pupils with
SEND. (Staff will
feel confident and
skilled to support
pupils with SEND)
Focus pupils are
discussed during
PPMs.(Children will
be tracked to ensure
progress at regular
intervals)

Introduce the job of
Music Leaders to
the Y6 children.
These children start
leading warm ups in
the Whole School
Singing sessions
and help plan music
for services.
(Children’s
leadership skills
developed.)
Reinstate TEAM
Collective Worship
Sessions (Children’s





with additional
needs)
Repeat
questionnaire to see
if parent views have
improved. (Staff will
be clear that parents
are getting the
information they
need and that they
are fully included in
their child's
education)
Focus pupils are
discussed during
PPMs and plans are
made for the next
academic
year.(Children will
be tracked to ensure
progress at regular
intervals and
support can begin
promptly in
September)

leadership skills
developed)





Further develop
relationships between
subject leaders and link
governors


Link Governors have a
good understanding of the
subject they link to and can
articulate the impact the
subject leader is having in
the subject
Subject Leaders feel
challenged and supported
by Link Governors

Headteacher/
Chair of
Governors
T&L Committee
Subject Leaders

Time out of
class for subject
leaders to
present to T&L
Committee



Link Governors



Develop succession
planning for leadership
team, staff and
governors.


School has clear
succession planning for
extended periods of illness
or notice from key members
of staff and governors
Potential future leaders are
given opportunities to
develop leadership skills

Meeting time
Headteacher/
Chair of
Governors

Time to develop
and instigate
plans
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T&L Committee to
review link governor
roles and
expectations post
covid and
communicate these
to all governors
(Governors have a
clear understanding
of the expectation
throughout the year)
T&L Committee
timetable subject
presentations
throughout the year
as part of Terms of
reference review
and HT
communicates this
to staff (Subject
leaders are clear
about expectation
from Governors and
have an opportunity
to articulate their
impact as a leader
on their subject
development)

Identify critical roles
within school and on
the governing body
and construct
success profiles for
key roles
(Governing body are
clear about skills
and qualities
necessary to be
successful in each
critical role)









Half of Subject
leaders have had an
opportunity to
present to T&L
Committee (Subject
leaders are able to
articulate vision,
understanding of
progress, their
impact on subject
and respond to
challenge from
Governors)
Governors to have
attended at least
one visit in school
and met with subject
leader (Governors
are able to articulate
knowledge about
progress in their
subject and
challenge and
support subject
leader)

Create development
plans for identified
future leaders
(Plans to support
leadership
development in
place)
Develop
contingency plans to
be followed in case
of extended periods
of absence or







All Subject Leaders
have had an
opportunity to
present to the T&L
Committee (Subject
leaders are able to
articulate vision,
understanding of
progress, their
impact on subject
and respond to
challenge from
Governors)
All subject leaders
to complete deep
dive proforma and
action plan ready for
September 22.and
shared with link
governors (There is
a consistent
approach to deep
dives which
challenges subject
leaders to
demonstrate impact
and understand
their subject more
deeply, governors
consequently have
a deeper
understanding of
progress in their
subject)
Ensure that SLT
and FGB are
familiar with
contingency plans
(Key staff
understand
business
continuity/contingen
cy)
Implement periodic
review and
implementation of







Review and impact of Milestone 1: November 2021
(T&L meeting 19th November 2021, FGB meeting 2nd
December 2021)


RAG rating:

Assess staff and
identify potential
future leaders
(Potential leaders
can be offered
training to further
develop)
Review the structure
of the SLT to assess
its efficacy and
opportunities to
provide support
and/or development
opportunities (SLT
re-structure if
needed)
Review and ensure
succession planning
procedures on
governing body are
in place and robust
(Succession plans
for key governor
roles in place)

Review and impact of Milestone 2: March 2022
(T&L meeting 11th March 2022 FGB meeting 31st
March 2022)


RED: not started action

receipt of notice
for/from key
members of staff
(Business continuity
plans are updated)

process
(Succession
planning/
contingency
planning is always
current)

Review and impact of Milestone 3: July 2022
(T&L meeting 15th July 2022, FGB meeting 21st July 2022)



AMBER: action in progress
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GREEN: action complete

Priority 2: To accelerate progress in writing to ensure 80% of pupils achieve age
related expectations by the end of the year
Objective

Success criteria

Key People

What do we want to
achieve?

How will we know that it’s
working?

Who will lead?
Who will help?

Actions (and intended impact)

Resources/
Training

What are we going to do and what difference will it make?

People, money,
material, time





Increase English
Leader subject
knowledge of writing
expectations, especially
across KS2



English Subject Leader has
knowledge to support
teaching staff to improve
writing outcomes across the
school.

English Leader

English Hub




Pupils learning needs
for writing are
accurately identified

Targeted teaching and
support can be put into
place to support writing
teaching so that 80% of
pupils achieve at or above
age-related expectations in


English Leader
SENCO

Time
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Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

November 2021

March 2022

June 2022

English Leader to
visit English Hub for
advice on moving
KS2 writing forward
(English Leader will
have guidance on
how to impact
attainment in KS2
positively)
English leader uses
most recent
research from EEF
and the Ofsted
review (when
published) to help
shape strategy for
the improvement of
writing (Strategy for
the improvement of
writing is research
based)
English Leader to
moderate writing
with all year groups
(English Leader
understanding of
expectations at
each year group
secured.)
Data analysis of
bottom 20% writers
in each class
(interventions are
accurately targeted



English Leader to
evaluate the
effectiveness of the
support schemes
used and
communicate the
chosen nonnegotiables for
Writing across the
school. (Schemes
used to support
teaching of writing
are effective)



Data analysis of
bottom 20% writers
in each class
(interventions are
accurately targeted



Data analysis of
bottom 20% writers
in each class
(appropriate support
for these children
are identified for the

writing by the end of the
academic year.








Utilise the SLA to
improve writing

Engagement in the SLA has had
a positive impact on outcomes
for writing such that 80% of
pupils are meeting age related
expectations across the school

English Leader
Headteacher

Time – SLA
engagement
(dependant on
choice of
support)
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to ensure greatest
progress.)
Data Analysis of
Writing attainment
from TT to identify
children not on track
and children
targeted for faster
progress from Sept
(children not on
track are identified
and reasons for this
identified and
addressed.)
Identify children for
tutoring and use
catch up money for
tutoring programme
(Children in need of
catch up support
make at least one
additional step
progress in writing
by next data point)
Writing in all classes
monitored through
sampling and lesson
observations, and
support given to
teachers where
needed. (Subject
Leader has
information to
support staff and
ensure consistency
in teaching and
learning across the
school.)
English Leader and
Headteacher review
opportunities from
SLA: Action
research, network
support or school to
school support for
writing and identify
which will have the
most impact.
(School has
considered the
benefits of each



to ensure greatest
progress.)
Data Analysis of
Writing attainment
from TT (children
not on track are
identified and
reasons for this
identified and
addressed.)











English Leader to
continue to engage
actively with chosen
project and to share
good practice with
staff (Teaching and
Learning improves
across the school)
English Leader to
review impact of
chosen project and
impact on
outcomes, reporting





next academic
year.)
Data Analysis of
writing from TT
(strengths &
weaknesses in
teaching & learning
are identified, and
priorities for next
academic year
identified.)
English Learning
Walk (Subject
Leader has
information to
support staff and
ensure consistency
in teaching and
learning across the
school.)
Writing in all classes
monitored through
sampling and lesson
observations, and
support given to
teachers where
needed. (Subject
Leader has
information to
support staff and
ensure consistency
in teaching and
learning across the
school.)

English Leader to
engage actively with
chosen project and
to share good
practice with staff
(Teaching and
Learning improves
across the school)
English Leader to
review impact of
chosen project and
impact on
outcomes, reporting



package and
justified reasons for
choice)
English Leader to
engage actively with
chosen project and
to share good
practice with staff
(Teaching and
Learning improves
across the school)

this to Headteacher
and Governors (HT
and Govs are able
to challenge the
impact of the project
and support English
Leader to assess if
it should continue)





Provide relevant
training to support
development of writing
for staff

Teaching is effective so that
pupils working below Agerelated expectations working at
W+ level make 7 steps progress
and all others to make 8 steps
progress in writing

English Leader
Phonics Leader

Y2 & Y6
Courses (x2)
RWInc Training
Staff Meeting
Time



Ensure consistent
teaching of writing in all
classes across the
school

Consistent use of support
schemes and materials has a
positive impact on outcomes for
writing such that 80% of pupils
are meeting age related
expectations across the school

All Teaching
Staff
English Leader
Phonics Leader
SENCO

Staff Meeting
Time (x1 for KS
Consistency)
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Support given to
teachers new to
year groups… FS,
Year 2, Year 4 and
Year 6 teachers
(Staff are prepared
for their year group
expectations and
have a place to ask
for support if
needed.)
Staff new to KS1 or
FS to attend RWInc
Phonics Training
(Phonics taught
effectively in KS1)

Ensure no
nonsense grammar
& spelling materials
are used
consistently across
Years 2 -6
(Grammar and
spelling taught







Staff to share
methods they have
effectively employed
that enabled
children to make
accelerated
progress, including
building stamina
(Staff use a variety
of tried and tested
methods to ensure
catch up for children
and stamina is
rebuilt.) JAN INSET
Year 2 and Year 6
teachers attend
‘New to Year 2/6
training’ (Staff are
prepared for the
SATS expectations
of the Year group)
English Leader to
explore children’s
stamina for writing
through a book
scrutiny and talking
to children (English
Leader is confident
stamina has
improved since the
Lockdown)
Write nonnegotiables for
English (Staff know
and use effective
schemes & support
materials for
teaching writing.)

this to Headteacher
and Governors (HT
and Govs are able
to challenge the
impact of the
project)






To ensure teacher
feedback is effective in
promoting good
progress in writing.

Accurately targeted
teaching and support is put
into place to support writing
teaching so that pupils
working below Age-related
expectations working at W+
level make 7 steps progress
and all others to make 8
steps progress in writing,


All Teaching
Staff
English Leader

Staff Meeting
Time (x1)

consistently
ensuring fluency of
transcription)
Ensure all teachers
in Y1,2,3&4 are
familiar with the
hand writing
scheme
(Handwriting taught
consistently
ensuring fluency of
transcription)
Ensure all children
eligible for NESSY
support are signed
on and using it
(Interventions
accurately targeted
to children’s
learning needs).
Agree and
implement effective
strategies for
feedback in writing
(Marking is an
effective tool for
improving writing.)



 Book trawl of writing
monitor the
effectiveness of
feedback in writing
(English Leader can
ensure effective
support for improving
writing).



Review and implement
recommended
successful
schemes/systems used
in other schools to
improve writing


Accurately targeted
teaching and support is put
into place to support writing
teaching so that pupils
working below Age-related
expectations working at W+
level make 7 steps progress
and all others to make 8
steps progress in writing,

All Teaching
Staff
English Leader

Staff Meeting
Time (x2)
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Implement the
recommendations
from the EEF’s
Literacy Guidance
2017. (Teaching of
writing at Grazeley
is in line with best
practice ensuring
accelerated
progress)

English Deep Dive
(Inconsistencies in
teaching and
learning across the
school are identified
and addressed.)

Review and retrain
all KS2 staff in the
‘Improving Writing’
approach to drafting
and improving
writing (Teaching of
writing at Grazeley
is in line with best
practice ensuring
accelerated
progress) JAN
STAFF MTG Ensure
that extensive
practise of
transcription skills
occurs across
school in line with
EEF
recommendations.
(Teaching of writing
at Grazeley is in line

Book trawl of writing –
monitor the effectiveness
of feedback in writing
(English Leader can
ensure effective support
for improving writing).

with best practice
ensuring
accelerated
progress)


Accurately targeted
teaching and support is put
into place to support writing
To provide regular
teaching so that 80% of
moderation and support
pupils achieve at or above
for assessment
age-related expectations in
writing by the end of the
academic year.
Review and impact of Milestone 1: November 2021
(T&L meeting 19th November 2021, FGB meeting 2nd
December 2021)


RAG rating:


English Leader
Teaching Staff

Staff Meeting
Time (x3 for
moderation)

Review and impact of Milestone 2: March 2022
(T&L meeting 11th March 2022 FGB meeting 31st March
2022)


RED: not started action



Moderate writing
across whole school
(Teacher’s
assessment is
accurate leading to
accurately targeted
teaching)

Moderate writing
across year groups
(Teacher’s
assessment is
accurate leading to
accurately targeted
teaching)



Moderate writing
across whole school
(Teacher’s
assessment is
accurate leading to
accurately targeted
teaching)

Review and impact of Milestone 3: July 2022
(T&L meeting 15th July 2022, FGB meeting 21st July 2022)



AMBER: action in progress
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GREEN: action complete

Priority 3: To further embed and develop the new Grazeley Curriculum

Objective

Success criteria

Key People

What do we want to
achieve?

How will we know that it’s
working?

Who will lead?
Who will help?

Actions (and intended impact)

Resources/
Training

What are we going to do and what difference will it make?

People, money,
material, time




Ensure “real life”
meaningful outcomes
for each term’s work



All outcomes will involve
input from an external
professional in an
appropriate field of work
Children’s
performance/outcomes will
improve due to the
expectations from an
external professional

Staff meeting
time x 1 Spr
Headteacher
Deputy
Headteacher

+ Staff meeting
time and
planning time
(identified
below)




To tilt curriculum
towards boys’
engagement in order to
improve outcomes for
boys across the school



The gap between boys and
girls demonstrably closes in
all year groups

Headteacher
Subject Leaders

Time for
HT/DHT
Time for English
Leader
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Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

November 2021

March 2022

June 2022

Headteacher and
DHT to review
medium term plans
for Autumn term and
challenge staff to
ensure they have
made appropriate
connections with
relevant
professionals to
improve outcomes.
(Outcomes are
meaningful and
inspiring for pupils)
When planning for
Spring term, staff
ensure outcomes
are meaningful and
involve an external
professional
(Outcomes are
meaningful and
inspiring for pupils)
Headteacher to
interview a group of
boys and girls
separately
representing all year
groups to establish
what engages or
excites them (HT
understands how to
tilt curriculum for
boys)



When planning for
Summer term, staff
ensure outcomes
are meaningful and
involve an external
professional
(Outcomes are
meaningful and
inspiring for pupils)



Spring term data is
reviewed by HT to
assess if gap is
closing (Staff and
Governors are able
to assess progress
in this area)
HT and DHT
explore further how
curriculum could be
tilted further in





Staff to review Year
B plans from
previous year and
ensure that plans
include the
opportunity for the
involvement of an
external
professional and
make enquiries/links
in preparation for
22-23 (Outcomes
are meaningful and
inspiring for pupils)



Summer term data
is reviewed by HT to
assess if gap is
closing (Staff and
Governors are able
to assess progress
in this area)







Develop progression
documents further to
including tier 3
vocabulary





Ensure children are
exposed to a range of
challenging texts
across their time in
school




All teachers are clear on
specific subject specific
vocabulary that needs to be
taught for each subject
within each term.
Teachers understand the
progression of the
vocabulary and are able to
revise previous vocabulary
to ensure pupils are
confident in using the words
correctly
Children develop subject
specific vocabulary

Children can talk
knowledgeably about a
variety of challenging texts.
Children are choosing to
read a wider variety of texts.



Headteacher to
share Science
Progression grid as
an example of good
practice including
tier 3 vocabulary
(Staff recognise
what is expected for
each subject)



Reading Spine for
Year A and Year B
to December is
complete and on the
school website
(There is a clear
variety of
challenging texts
and teachers
understand why
they are there.)
Use a TA meeting to
help TA’s challenge
children’s choices in
the library
(particularly for KS2)
and widen breadth
of choice where
children tend to

Staff meeting x
1
Headteacher
Time out of
class for subject
leaders

English Leader

Doug Lemov
information
1-1 Meetings
with English
Leader and
each Year group
teachers
TA meeting
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foundation subjects
and tweak
curriculum to
improve boys'
engagement and
progress (lessons
and pupil interviews
show increase in
boys’ engagement)

English Leader to
explore reading
spine and review
the balance of texts
that engage both
girls and boys
(Texts are tilted
towards boys’
engagement)
Maths Leader to
review class
planning to identify
and share strategies
to engage boys in
Maths. (Maths
becomes more
engaging for boys)



Each subject leader
to work with a
partner to develop
progression grids to
include tier 3
vocabulary (All
progression grids
include tier 3
vocabulary for each
year group/term)



Reading Spine is
complete and cross
referenced to the 5
plagues of Reading
(There is a clear
variety of
challenging texts
and teachers
understand why
they are there.)
Use Book Week to
raise the profile of
reading more widely
across the school,
including staff
(Children recognise
the importance of
reading widely)





Teachers to ensure
lessons taught
revise the previous
year’s tier 3 vocab
and introduces and
teaches the current
year tier 3 vocab.
(Children develop
subject specific
vocabulary)





Planning for each term
to be realistic and
achievable.



Subjects are taught in
depth, with quality lessons
that children remember.

Planning Time
for staff each
term
All Teaching
Staff



Staff Meeting
time to meet
together to
discuss



The school vision to be
integrated into all areas
of the curriculum.



The School Vision is clearly
visible in every subject’s
plan and statement

All teaching
Staff

Staff Meeting
Time
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choose the same
author (Children
choose a wider
variety of texts)
Children chosen to
review the new
books for the library
have opportunity to
feedback to classes
and recommend
new books (Children
are aware of new
books and know
what to expect if
they were to choose
them)
Review with staff
what is realistic to
plan for a term, to
evaluate Autumn
term’s planning and
agree a set amount
of planning that is
needed. (Staff are
all aware of what
realistic planning
looks like)
Staff plan next
term’s curriculum
following the
guidelines drawn up
in the discussion
above, making
choices about
teaching in subjects
in consultation with
subject leads
(Planning for the
Spring term is
achievable in the
time available)
Subject Leads to
review how the
vision is achieved in
their subject area
(Subject Leads will
be aware of how the
vision is achieved
through their
subject. The school



Staff plan next
term’s curriculum
following the
guidelines drawn up
in the discussion
above, making
choices about
teaching in subjects
in consultation with
subject leads
(Planning for the
Summer term is
achievable in the
time available)



Planning for the
repeated Autumn
term is reviewed
against newly set
criteria. (Planning
for the Autumn term
is achievable in the
time available)

vision is central to
school’s practice)



To ensure that the
Grazeley Curriculum is
distinctly Christian.



The Grazeley Curriculum is
distinctly Christian

All teaching
Staff

Staff Meeting
Time



To utilise research/
action research to
improve teaching and
learning in classrooms



Engagement in the SLA has
had a positive impact on
outcomes for all such that
80% of pupils are meeting
age related expectations
across the school

Subject leaders
Headteacher

Time – SLA
engagement
(dependant on
choice of
support)
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Term’s planning is
reviewed against
the
recommendations
that make a
curriculum
distinctive.
(Christian
distinctiveness
identified in termly
planning)
Headteacher to
review opportunities
from SLA: Action
research, network
support or school to
school support for
and identify which
will have the most
impact on specific
subjects or on
teaching and
learning. (School
has considered the
benefits of each
package and
justified reasons for
choice)
All projects/
engagement to be
built into
teachers/subject
leaders
performance
management
Teachers/leaders
are held to account
for progress/impact
in area of SLA
engagement)
Teachers/leaders to
engage actively with
chosen project and
to share good
practice with staff

 Term’s planning is
reviewed against the
recommendations that
make a curriculum
distinctive. (Christian
distinctiveness
identified in termly
planning)





Teachers/subject
leaders to continue
to engage actively
with chosen project
and to share good
practice with staff
(Teaching and
Learning improves
across the school)
Headteacher to
review impact of
chosen projects and
impact on
outcomes, reporting
this to Governors
(Govs are able to
challenge the
impact of the
projects and support
Headteacher to
assess if it should
continue)

Term’s planning is
reviewed against the
recommendations that
make a curriculum
distinctive. (Christian
distinctiveness identified
in termly planning)





Teachers/subject
leaders to continue
to engage actively
with chosen project
and to share good
practice with staff
(Teaching and
Learning improves
across the school)
Headteacher to
review impact of
chosen projects and
impact on
outcomes, reporting
this to Governors
(Govs are able to
challenge the
impact of the
projects)

(Teaching and
Learning improves
across the school)



To increase parental
engagement and
understanding of
Grazeley’s new
curriculum



Parents understand the
vision and the purpose of
the new curriculum and how
it will benefit their children

Headteacher
SLT
Subject leaders

Staff meeting
time x 1
to gather
resources for
webpages

Headteacher and
subject leaders
complete pages on
the school website
to share the vision,
the intents for each
subject and
examples of
projects/work for
each subject.
(Parents are able to
explore the different
subject areas within
the website and
have an
understanding of
how the new
Grazeley curriculum
improves teaching
and learning in each
area)





To ensure all
foundation subjects use
relevant and
meaningful
assessments with
opportunity for mastery




Teachers are able to
assess each foundation
subject using a clear
assessment criteria.
Assessment grids
encourage teachers to
teach towards mastery
Subject leaders are able to
analyse assessments in
order to plan for further
development

Review and impact of Milestone 1: November 2021
(T&L meeting 19th November 2021, FGB meeting 2nd
December 2021)


Headteacher
Deputy
Headteacher
Subject Leaders

HT and DHT
meeting time

HT and DHT plan
time across the
Autumn term to
complete
assessment grids
for each subject
(Assessment grids
complete)

Review and impact of Milestone 2: March 2022
(T&L meeting 11th March 2022 FGB meeting 31st March
2022)
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Parent Forum to
review parents’
understanding of the
new curriculum
(School is able to
assess the impact of
the website and
workshop and to
plan for future
engagement
opportunities)



Teachers complete
assessments for
each subject at the
end of
Spring/Summer
term (All Foundation
subjects are
assessed)
Subject leaders
analyse
assessments and
explore patterns and
gaps in learning
across the school
(Subject leaders
understand the
impact of their
subject and are able
to plan for further
development)

Lead a parent
workshop to explain
the vision and aims
of the new Grazeley
curriculum (Parents
have an opportunity
to understand the
curriculum further
and ask questions)

Teachers complete
assessments for
each subject at the
end of Autumn term
(All Foundation
subjects are
assessed)
Subject leaders
analyse
assessments and
explore patterns and
gaps in learning
across the school
(Subject leaders
understand the
impact of their
subject)



Review and impact of Milestone 3: July 2022
(T&L meeting 15th July 2022, FGB meeting 21st July 2022)



RAG rating:



RED: not started action



AMBER: action in progress
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GREEN: action complete

Priority 4: To empower pupils to take responsibility for their behaviour, learning
and thinking
Objective

Success criteria

Key People

What do we want to
achieve?

How will we know that it’s
working?

Who will lead?
Who will help?

Actions (and intended impact)

Resources/
Training

What are we going to do and what difference will it make?

People, money,
material, time





To introduce the
therapeutic thinking
approach to behaviour
management in school.



Children’s behaviour is
excellent around the school

Headteacher
Deputy Head

INSET day
(September)
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Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

November 2021

March 2022

June 2022

Therapeutic thinking
leaders have
audited the school
provision and
agreed their
priorities on the
therapeutic thinking
programme (the
recommended
gradual approach to
its introduction is
applied)
All staff have
received therapeutic
thinking training
(staff are engaged
and are supportive
of the programme.)
Changes to the
behaviour
management
system are shared
with all members of
the school
community (All
members of the
community
understand the
system.)
The behaviour
policy to be altered
to reflect the
changes (The
expectations are
clear for all





A review of the
impact of
therapeutic thinking
in the first term has
taken place and
adjustments and
further training
made if needed
(Therapeutic
thinking system of
behaviour
management is
consistent across
school and where
there are gaps,
training is planned)



A review of the
therapeutic thinking
in the second term
has taken place and
adjustments made if
needed (The
therapeutic thinking
approach to
behaviour
management is
successfully
embedded in
school)
Therapeutic
Thinking Leads
have revisited the
school audit and
identified priorities
for the following
year (there is a
structured plan in
place to further
implement and
embed the
approach.)

stakeholders to
follow.)



The school community
is developing is skills in
reflection and
thoughtfulness.




Children have developed
the skills to think quietly and
reflect.
Mental health is impacted
positively – fewer children
are referred to FSW each
term.

CW Leader
Vicar

Staff Meeting
Time
Training Course
(DL & JE)
Links with local
church
community





To raise the profile of
the school rules



Children know the school
rules and why they are
important and are able to
follow the rules

All Staff
CW Leader

Collective
Worship Time
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Reinstate the use of
thinking tables in
class post COVID
restrictions
(Children use
thinking tables
regularly over the
week as a space to
reflect.)
Vicar and CW
Leader receive
training on
delivering the
Contemplative
Toolkit (leaders
have skills to
introduce a
contemplative
element to the
school week.)
Develop the use of
reflection as part of
the Class Collective
Worship Sessions
(Children develop
skills of reflection to
improve wellbeing)
Plan a collective
worship for children
to explore the
School Rules and
review using School
Council to see if
they feel they need
updating/refreshing
(Children feel that
they have had a role
in creating school
rules)
Plan a series of
Collective Worship
Sessions around the
School Rules and
accompanying Bible
verses (Children
understand the
school rules and
their impact on







Staff trained in using
the Contemplative
Toolkit (Staff
understand and can
implement this.)
CW Leader includes
Contemplative
Toolkit Activities in
CW rota (Children
engage in structured
contemplative
activities.)
Hold a Prayer
Space in schools
(Children reflect
prayerfully on a
variety of different
issues).



Prayer
journey/pilgrimage
for children in Years
2 and 6 (Children
talk positively about
changes and are
able to think through
concerns and
worries)

everyday life in
school.)




To support Pupil
Premium children to
use meta cognition and
self-regulation
effectively to support
learning



Children eligible for pupil
premium have been
supported to understand
how they learn and this
accelerates progress in all
areas of learning

Headteacher/
SENCo

TA training time
(see PP
strategy)




To support children
with attention and
concentration
difficulties effectively

Children with attention and
concentration difficulties are
supported in each
classroom to engage more
effectively in learning and
consequently make faster
progress

Headteacher/
SENCo

EP time (see PP
strategy)
Staff meeting x1
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Headteacher leads
a training session
on meta cognition
and self-regulation
using EEF materials
(TAs understand
meta cognition and
self-regulation and
how to support
children with this.)
Meta cognition and
self-regulation is
built into all TA’s
performance
management (TAs
are motivated to
engage in and apply
new learning)
Pupil Premium
champions (TAs)
work with their
allocated child/ren
to support children
to understand how
they learn (PP
children apply meta
cognition and selfregulation in the
classroom and
learning improves)
Educational
physiologist to
spend day in school
supporting and
working with staff to
provide strategies to
improve
concentration and
attention difficulties
(Children with
attention and
concentration
difficulties are









Pupil Premium
Champions to
review children’s
progress in meta
cognition and selfregulation and to
review learning
where relevant (PP
children apply meta
cognition and selfregulation in the
classroom and
learning improves)
Headteacher/
SENCo review
progress data for
PP pupils and
review impact of
meta cognition and
self-regulation on
children’s learning
by comparing
progress to previous
years (HT and
SENCo are able to
hold TAs to account
for PP children’s
learning and
progress supporting
TA’s if progress is
not improved)
Staff meeting to be
held to review and
share successful
practice and the
impact seen (Staff
gain new ideas to
continue to support
children with
attention and
concentration
difficulties)
Headteacher/
SENCo review









Headteacher to hold
top up training or
individual modelling
sessions for TAs if
needed (TAs are
supported to
continually improve
skills in helping PP
pupils learn how to
learn)
Headteacher/
SENCo review
progress data for
PP pupils and
review impact of
meta cognition and
self-regulation on
children’s learning
by comparing
progress to previous
years (HT and
SENCo are able to
hold TAs to account
for PP children’s
learning and
progress supporting
TA’s if progress is
not improved)

Further EP
involvement and
support sought if
needed (teachers
are supported to
improve outcomes
for children with
attention and
concentration
difficulties)
Headteacher/
SENCo review
progress data for

supported to
engage more
effectively in
learning)

Review and impact of Milestone 1: November 2021
(T&L meeting 19th November 2021, FGB meeting 2nd
December 2021)


RAG rating:

Review and impact of Milestone 2: March 2022
(T&L meeting 11th March 2022 FGB meeting 31st March
2022)


RED: not started action

progress data for
identified children
and review impact
of strategies taught
on children’s
learning by
comparing progress
to previous years
(HT and SENCo are
able to hold
teachers to account
for identified
children’s learning
and progress
supporting teachers
with implementation
of strategies or
strategy review if
progress is not
improved)

identified children
and review impact
of strategies taught
on children’s
learning by
comparing progress
to previous years
(HT and SENCo are
able to hold
teachers to account
for identified
children’s learning
and progress
supporting teachers
with implementation
of strategies or
strategy review if
progress is not
improved)

Review and impact of Milestone 3: July 2022
(T&L meeting 15th July 2022, FGB meeting 21st July 2022)



AMBER: action in progress
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GREEN: action complete

Priority 5:

To improve the school community’s responsibility towards creation

Objective

Success criteria

Key People

What do we want to
achieve?

How will we know that it’s
working?

Who will lead?
Who will help?

Actions (and intended impact)

Resources/
Training

What are we going to do and what difference will it make?

People, money,
material, time




To engage the school
community in being
responsible for
sustainability



New established Eco team
will have impact in
promoting sustainability in
local community
Children will be motivated to
engage in combatting
climate change

Headteacher
Parent volunteer

Fortnightly
meetings with
Eco team
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Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

November 2021

March 2022

June 2022

Invite speaker from
Green peace to
engage children in
climate change and
to understand the
issues the world
faces (Children
engaged in wanting
to take action
against climate
change)
Re-introduce Ecowarrior meetings
and use
Greenpeace
resources and
Environmental
review (see below)
to explore what we
can do to combat
climate change and
write an action plan.
(Children and staff
are clear about a
plan to combat
climate change)



Eco warriors lead an
assembly to
promote further
interest and
engagement in
combatting climate
change (Additional
children sign up to
be Eco Warriors)



To develop further
opportunities to reduce
plastic waste and to
recycle





General waste will be
reduced
Recycling will increase
Single use plastic use
reduced in community

Headteacher
School Business
Manager
Parent volunteer

Fortnightly
meetings with
Eco team





Invite Alison Chaney
to an Eco Warrior
meeting to explore
the different
schemes and how
we can engage
parents in recycling
more at home.
Children design
leaflets, posters to
inform community
(Community
increase recycling)
Teach children how
to use recycling bins
and what can go in
them (Children
recycle
appropriately)
Introduce recycling
felt tips and pens to
every classroom
(Children and staff
recycle pens and
felt tips)

 Explore additional
Terracycle schemes
that school can take
part in or be a drop off
site for (additional
items can be recycled)
 Arrange a visit to a
supermarket for Eco
Warriors to explore
how supermarkets are
trying to reduce plastic
waste and how we can
help (Eco warriors
understand how they
can contribute to
reducing single use
plastic)




To set up systems and
processes to meet the
Eco Schools bronze
award criteria



School achieves Bronze
award

Headteacher
Governor
Parent volunteer
Eco Committee

Half termly
meetings with
Eco Committee
Fortnightly
meetings with
Eco Warriors
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Set up an Eco
Committee with
representatives from
each year group
(Eco Committee
established)
The Eco-Schools
Environmental
Review covering all
ten Eco-Schools
topics is completed
by pupils, with adult
supervision.
(Environmental
review completed)





Set up an Eco
Board displaying the
environmental
review and action
plan with three
topics chosen (Eco
board displays all
relevant paperwork)
Eco Committee
share action plan
with the whole
school (School is
informed about what
is planned)
Eco Warriors work
towards actions and
work to
deadlines(Actions
are completed in a
timely manner)



Eco Warriors to
explore what plastic
is used in school
and how it could be
reduced/recycled laminating, milk
cartons, delivery
packaging etc and
take action to
reduce/recycle. (Eco
warriors contribute
towards reduction of
waste in school)



Eco Warriors work
towards actions and
work to deadlines
(Actions are
completed in a
timely manner)
Assessment to be
completed for
Bronze award
(Bronze award
achieved)



To explore
opportunities for
Grazeley to reduce
carbon footprint

Work with partner
school in India to gain
support and ideas to
improve sustainability



Grazeley school reduces
carbon footprint



School works with partner
school in India, sharing
ideas to combat climate
change and increase
sustainability

Review and impact of Milestone 1: November 2021

(T&L meeting 19th November 2021, FGB meeting
2nd December 2021)

Headteacher to
complete a carbon
footprint

Eco Warriors work
assessment for
towards actions and
Grazeley

Eco Warriors review
work to deadlines
https://www.carbontr
impact of actions
(Actions are
ust.com/resources/s
(School is clear
completed in a
me-carbon-footprintabout the success
timely manner)
calculator (School
of the action plan)
Headteacher
Meeting time

School Business
understands size of

School Business
School Business Support from
Manager to explore
current carbon
Manger to explore
manager
Diocese
with the Diocese if
footprint)
possibility of
we are able to

Eco Warriors to
additional solar
change our fuel
build into the action
panels (SBM has
from oil to electric
plan how the carbon
found out the
(SBM has found out
footprint could be
possibility of this)
the possibility of
reduced (Action
this)
plan supports the
reduction of carbon
footprint)

Re-engage with
partner school in
India establishing a
link with a member
of staff (Regular
email contact is
established)

Eco Warriors work
towards actions and

Build into action
work to
plan ideas from Eco
deadlines(Actions
Warriors how to
are completed in a
make friends with
Time to email/
timely manner)
the children at the

Eco Warriors review
communicate
school in India.
impact of actions

Eco Warriors review
with partner
Headteacher
(Children can
(School is clear
action plan following
school
contribute to the
about the success
engagement with
Staff meeting
action plan)
of the action plan)
Indian school and
time
add to or improve

Children initiate
action plan (Action
contact with children
plan is influenced by
in India and find out
successful work in
about how they are
India)
combatting climate
change and
improving
sustainability
(Contact is made
and ideas are
shared)
Review and impact of Milestone 2: March 2022
Review and impact of Milestone 3: July 2022
(T&L meeting 11th March 2022 FGB meeting 31st March
(T&L meeting 15th July 2022, FGB meeting 21st July 2022)
2022)
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RAG rating:



RED: not started action



AMBER: action in progress
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GREEN: action complete

Priority 6:

To explore opportunities to engage with the community.

Objective

Success criteria

Key People

What do we want to
achieve?

How will we know that it’s
working?

Who will lead?
Who will help?

Actions (and intended impact)

Resources/
Training

What are we going to do and what difference will it make?

People, money,
material, time





To conduct a feasibility
study for a potential on
site nursery



School will be clear about
the feasibility of onsite
Nursery provision

Headteacher
Governors
School Business
Manager

Meeting time
Research time



To explore further
opportunities to
increase revenue
through lettings




Lettings revenue is
increased
School is contributing to
services within the wider
community

Chair of
Governors
School Business
Manager
Headteacher


Meeting time
Research time
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Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

November 2021

March 2022

June 2022

Headteacher/SBM
to meet with local
school who have
developed a similar
project to explore
procedure and
support (School is
clear on process for
project)
SBM to contact
Diocese and LA to
explore the
procedures
surrounding this
project (SBM is
clear about
procedures/process
es)
Headteacher to
conduct survey with
wider community
regarding preschool
provision assessing
the popularity of
such a project
(School is informed
of popularity of
project with
community)
Ensure Lettings
policy is up to date
and approved by
Governors (Lettings
policy is in place)







Governors to set up
a working party to
ensure project
moves forward and
to support SBM
(SBM is supported
with next steps and
project moves
forward in a timely
manner)
SBM to take next
appropriate steps as
directed by
LA/Diocese/Govern
ors to further
explore feasibility of
nursery. (Action is
taken to ensure a
feasibility report can
be written in
Summer term)

SBM/Headteacher/
Governors to
explore and apply
for grants for lighting
on football
pitch/MUGA to







SBM and
Headteacher to
produce feasibility
report for Governors
(Feasibility of
Nursery can be
reviewed and
assessed by
Governors)
Governors to
assess feasibility
and make a
decision as to
whether to go ahead
with nursery project
(School has
determined if it
should pursue the
building of a nursery
in 22-23)

Review and assess
profit made on
lettings throughout
the year and explore
opportunities to
increase revenue
further. (School is





Advertise in the
newsletter and
school website that
Grazeley will now
be accepting lettings
(School community
are aware of lettings
opportunities)
SBM/Chair of
Governors and HT
meet to explore
opportunities to
increase lettings
potential (Meeting
held and actions
agreed)










To assess and review
current breakfast and
after school provision



School is confident in the
breakfast and after school
provision
School community are
satisfied with breakfast and
after school provision.

Chair of
Governors
School Business
Manager
Admin team

Meeting time
Research time
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Admin team (AA) to
survey Get Active
parents to see if
they are satisfied
with provision, what
they value and what
they would change
(School is aware of
how happy parents
are with current
provision)



increase
opportunities for
Winter lettings
(Grants for lighting
are pursued and
applications made)
Re-advertise in the
newsletter that
Grazeley has letting
opportunities
(School community
are aware of lettings
opportunities)
Approach wrap
around care
providers and
explore if Grazeley
could be utilised
during holidays,
negotiating fees.
(Grazeley is able to
provide holiday care
for pupils)
SBM/Chair of
Governors and HT
complete agreed
actions following
Autumn term
meeting. (Actions to
increase revenue
have been actioned)
AA to explore
alternatives to Get
Active and to make
a “like for like”
comparison to
report to Governors
(Governors can see
the benefits and
disadvantages of a
potential change)
Governors and
Headteacher decide
how to proceed (A
decision about
staying or moving to
a new provider is
made)

clear on what works
successfully for
Grazeley lettings
and is able to
pursue similar
lettings for future
years)





If a new provider is
chosen, move to
new provider from
April 2022 (New
provider gives a
better quality
provision)
If current provider is
kept, ensure
discussion around
feedback from
parents and
improvements to be
made takes place to
improve and
enhance current
provision (Current

provider improves
provision for
children)





To engage positively
with parents to increase
and improve
communication



Parent View survey results
have improved to be inline
or better than local schools

Headteacher
Deputy
Headteacher
Parent Forum
Admin team
SENCo

Meeting time
Staff meeting
time x 1



Review and impact of Milestone 1: November 2021
(T&L meeting 19th November 2021, FGB meeting 2nd
December 2021)


.

Explore with staff
how to
communicate to and
help parents
understand the high
expectations
Grazeley has for the
children and the
ambition for the
school (Actions are
agreed to improve
parents
understanding)
Ensure every parent
has an online
parent’s evening in
October and staff
communicate high
expectations for
pupils (Parents
understand the
expectations for
their child) MOVED
TO JAN
Provision maps for
SEN pupils to be
produced within 2
weeks of the start of
term and sent to
parents (SEN
parents feel
regularly informed
about school
provision)

Review and impact of Milestone 2: March 2022
(T&L meeting 11th March 2022 FGB meeting 31st March
2022)








School to send out
Parent View survey
again and review
responses in
comparison to last
year.

Review and impact of Milestone 3: July 2022
(T&L meeting 15th July 2022, FGB meeting 21st July 2022)
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DHT to explore with
Parent Forum
and/or send out
additional survey
about how to
increase
engagement with
parents and to
improve
communication
(Parents have an
opportunity to
contribute to school
improvement)
Ensure all subject
areas on the school
website showcase
excellent work
within the subject
(Parents are able to
see examples of
excellent work
across the
curriculum)
Hold a
workshop/Q&A
session for parents
to directly ask
questions related to
the new curriculum
and school
development
(Parents are able to
directly
communicate with
the school and ask
questions)

RAG rating:

RED: not started action

AMBER: action in progress
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GREEN: action complete

SMSC – Spiritual Moral Social Cultural
TLR Teaching and Learning Responsibility
QCA Qualifications & Curriculum Authority
WBC Wokingham Borough Council

Glossary
AfL
Assessment for Learning
AGT Able, Gifted and Talented
AoW Acts of Worship CW – Collective Worship
APS Average Point Score
ASD Autistic Spectrum Disorder
AWE Atomic Weapons Establishment
CPD Continuing professional development
CT
Class teacher
DfE
Department for Education
EWO Education Welfare officer
FSP Foundation Stage Profile
GB
Governing Body
GTBG Good to be green
HT
Headteacher
ICT
Information, Communication Technology
IEP
Individual Education Plan
INSET In-service training
ISA
Independent Safeguarding Authority
LA
Local Authority (replaces Local Education Authority to
be multi-agency body)
Moderation
A review of work samples and agreement of
appropriate levels by staff
NCSL National College for Leadership of Schools and
Children’s Services
NVQ National Vocational Qualification
PE
Physical Education
PPA Planning Preparation and Assessment (10% of
teaching week allocation)
PSHE Personal, Social, Health and Education
PM
Performance Management (appraisal)
TA
Teaching Assistant
HLTA Higher Level Teaching Assistant
SDP School Development Plan
SLT Senior leadership team
SMART(Used in target setting) Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant, Time-related
STEM Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths

Subject Leaders
Maths/Science– Abi Tiffin
English/PSHE– Julie Easton
Phonics – Racheal Hannington
ICT- Celia Thatcher
History – Nishi Briercliffe
Geography – Sam Clifford
PE –Angad Soares MIstry
RE - Sarah Emes
Art – Rosie Hanson
DT – Marie Balchin
Oracy – Sam Clifford
MfL -?????????
Music – Marianne Mullen
Assessment – Celia Thatcher
Collective Worship – Julie Easton
SENCO – Gemma Didcock
Curriculum Governors
English – ???
Maths – Darryl Ward
Science/STEM – Stephen King
ICT – Jackie Clark
PSHE – Tim Briercliffe
RE/CW – David Little
PE– Caroline Cook
SEN/PP – Jackie Clark
History/Geography – Peter Lambert
Music – Stephen King
Art/DT – Steve King
EYFS – Tim Briercliffe
MFL – Darryl Ward
Oracy – Steve King
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